Return Address > >
>

RETURNS POLICY
1. Refunds within 30 days: Item can be returned in ANY CONDITION.
2. Refunds after 30 days: Item must be returned new and unused.
3. Buyer pays for posting items to us.
4. Any postage cost charged on original order will not be refunded.
5. Allow 2 weeks to process returns.
6. Use 'Signed For' service for your return and keep the Tracking Number.
7. Resizing of links bracelets is a paid service (See cost below).

Rates
for resizing bracelets with links

Adding
1 link

Adding
2 links

Adding
3 links

Return Slip

ADVA TRADING LTD
Clover House, Unit 8,
Boston Road, Sleaford, NG34 7HD
United Kingdom

Use 'Signed For' service for your return.
(‘Proof of posting’ IS NOT ENOUGH !!!)

Name: _______________________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
Order Number: MPS.com-_______________________________________
Find the number on the top of the printed invoice you received with your item

RESIZING LINKS BRACELETS –
This is how it works

Reasons for returning the item

A. Send the completed Return Slip
with the item.
£ 5.00

B. We will email you a link to a
special order page, so you can pay for
the service.

£ 6.00

We do not guarantee to return
removed links.
£ 7.00

Adding
4 links

£ 8.00

Adding
5 links

£ 9.00

If you are in the UK, we will send you
the resized bracelet for FREE.
If you are out of the UK, we will
charge our normal shipping costs

I want a REFUND:

(Postage charged on original order will not be refunded)

To help us improve, please tell us the reason: _____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I want to ADD

LINKS

OR

REMOVE

LINKS

Ensure you understand the length of each link:
Sometimes, 2 parts will form one link – Foe example: The cross and a circle bellow are one link)

There is a charge for adding or removing links.
(Send the bracelet for resizing ONLY if you agree to pay the rates on this page)

Removing links: £5.00 flat rate.

We will send you a link to a special order page for paying once we receive your return.

